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Chairman’s Report 2014








For a number ofreasons
this has been a quieter year for the Island Support Group –


nevertheless our work has continued, spreading the word about the opportunities offered

by the Ocean Youth Trust South. We have had no major fund raising events, although

we had our usual presence at the Yarmouth Carnival Water Sports in August where we
presented our OYTS Trophy to the young person contributing most to the on-water activities,

this year Helen Scales.



The voyage in ‘John Laing’


in late October on which we organised berths for six boys
did not go entirely to plan as it unfortunately coincided with the St.Jude’s Storm. The

skipper, Mark Todd, and his afterguard worked hard to ensure that despite the extreme

conditions over the weekend the boys did get
a taste of sailing the boat on the Saturday


and Tuesday. On the intervening days of storm-force
winds the crew were taken to view


operations in the Lee-on-Solent Coastguard Centre
and also to a computer laboratory to



work on their RYS Seamanship course. Sleeping on a boat in winds of 60-70 knots –


albeit in a safe berth in Ocean Village – was
an experience in itself. Logs written by the

boys are included overleaf and indicate that as usual the voyage had given a valuable


opportunity for team-working and an insight into
big-boat, offshore sailing.

 

We have just given a presentation to the boys
and girls at Priory School, Whippingham


and are seeking to arrange other ones elsewhere,
while we are hoping


to enlist youngsters
from the Isle of Wight Council’s Challenge and Adventure organisation for a future voyage.




People may be interested to know that Ocean Youth Trust South is launching an appeal
for money towards a new yacht to replace ‘John Laing’ – an exciting new design has



been produced
but financing it will be a challenge. More details can be found at www.

oytsouth.org/new_boat.asp






In the meantime we are a small committee and would welcome an approach from anyone


from the Island willing to join us in helping to get boys and girls to sea on voyages which

stretch their abilities and genuinely do much to develop their characters.



Brian Mead
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OYT John Laing Friday 25th October
to Tuesday 29th October

Excerpts from Charles Kingston – My
Log – HIGHLY COMMENDED
Friday
On Friday at 20:00 we were greeted by the
first mate Terry just outside the RSYC in Ocean
Village Marina. He took us down the pontoon
to the John Laing, a 72ft ketch with two masts
weighing about 50 tonnes. Our bags were
passed up the side to watch leader and mate
Adam, who took them and stowed them in the
cabin. We were shown past the saloon and
into the cabin, where we chose one of twelve

bunks. I chose bunk 6, the bottom one in the 


starboard bow.

Soon after we were called back into the

saloon to be fitted with wet weather
gear, to


meet each other and the staff. After a short

introduction to the boat we went back to our

bunks for the night.




and then did three challenges. Firstly we had

to eat a chocolate mousse without our hands



(more difficult than it sounds!) and build a
bridge and a tower out of raw spaghetti and
marshmallows.

Sunday
On Sunday morning we woke up at 7:30
again and Andy showed us the shipping
forecast; it predicted winds of force 11 and
12. We did ‘Happy Hour’ where we scrubbed
the whole boat down. Instead of going sailing
we went to the Lee-on-Solent Coastguard for a
tour. We went into the Operations room and
were told about how the coastguard operates
and locates people in trouble. Also we learnt
about the importance of GPS and DSC (digital

selective calling). After that we went down to
Saturday

the beach to wait for the taxi where we played
We woke up at 7:30am and two of the crew

with the power of the force 11 winds.
made breakfast. Luckily the wind forecast today

Back on the boat we did three different
was SW5/6 to 7 so we decided to go for a

exercises; knots, rowing and weather and
sail. We split into two watches, red watch led

sailing etiquette. All three were great fun.
by Adam and blue watch led by Lucinda. Red

That evening we made plans for the next day.
watch then went to cast off the bow lines and
The wind was still looking
too strong to sail,
blue took the stern. We then
motored down


so
Andy
signed
us
up
to
do
the RYA’s Essential
Southampton Water where it started to rain

Navigation and Seamanship course on the
hard. Blue watch promptly hoisted the mizzen
computer.
with one reef and red hoisted the staysail.

The hurricane came on Sunday night and
After
leaving
Southampton
Water
the
wind

despite our sheltered mooring the winds still
picked up, gusting to 30 knots with the biggest

reached force 12. The extra storm lines
gust measuring 35 knots. We split into hourly

we put on the bow were noisy but kept us
watches after hoisting the no.4 jib. On the

attached to land! We managed to get some

reach in the Eastern Solent we reached 10
sleep despite the howling outside.............

knots.

It was an absolutely brilliant voyage and I
We went hove to and had lunch; fish finger

enjoyed every minute. I am very grateful to
sandwiches. Shortly afterwards we carried

Yarmouth Sailing Club which, through the
out a MOB drill with ‘Bob’ the buoy. After

Charles Ridley Cadet Fund, kindly enabled
this the wind was really picking up and we

me to go on the voyage. It was a fantastic
decided to go back to Southampton. Andy

experience, I learned a lot (particularly about
the skipper had heard the force 11 and 12

boat safety in a storm!) and I am keen to go
wind forecast and asked the Harbourmaster
again.
for a safer berth, which he found. We moored
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Excerpts from Issac Waddington’s Log OYT (South) John Laing


Voyage Oct. 2013. – HIGHLY COMMENDED



That night (Saturday 26th Oct.) took us all by
forward to using some of the skills in the future!

surprise when a sixty-two knot wind blasted
The course was six hours long time in a cramped


through the marina. The forecasted storm had
room, but it was worth it from what I felt. After the

arrived!!
The
boat
heeled
right
over
and
woke
course we went back to the boat and chilled for

up nearly everyone (except Craig who was
the rest of the evening. Andy announced that the

practically dead-to-the-world so it didn’t effect him
in my dodgily
We all rolled
some more
shut-eye.


in the slightest!) I woke up hanging

tied lee cloth feeling quite worried.

back into our beds and tried to get


voyage was going to be extended to 17.00hrs
the following day which meant we could get one
more sail in which was great news.

When we woke the next morning we immediately
started prepping the boat because we had an

The next morning we were woken by someone
ambitious plan. We motored out of the marina

else’s alarm clock (a nice tune actually), and we
and began sailing down towards Gurnard point.

went up to breakfast. Comforting coffee and tea
When we got there Mark (a.k.a Wolf) decided to

was served with cereal and Andy told us what
spring some safety drills on us. At this point I was


we were doing during the day. The morning had
in the heads and not realising that there was role
pretty much gone by until lunchtime when we
playing going on. I heard Terry come stumbling

had a crew meeting and decided to go to the
down the stairs and crash into the toilet opposite
coastguard
station
at
Lee-on-Solent.
We
took
taxis
me. He was moaning and groaning in pain,

there and as soon as I stepped out, I was quite
and I began to feel worried. I listened closer and

literally
blown
away,
straight
into
a
metal
fence.
heard Andy coming down, shouting loudly.

It hurt.
“Terry! Terry where are you?”

“Eeeeugghh... here... Andy....”

We pushed our way through the deadly winds

At this point I was genuinely scared.
to the station entrance and the contrast was

“Right, Terry what ís the problem?”
unbelievable when we stepped inside. We

“I... I’ve got AHHHH terrible... pains in.... my
went up some stairs came to the main control
chest...”

room where we were greeted by a person who
“Right, I think you are having a heart attack, but

explained how it all worked. It was amazing to
stay calm and breath Terry. Breath!”

see that in one room with four people, lives could


be saved from miles away.
I heard more footsteps coming down and it

sounded like some of the crew. Terry was still

After the tour of the station we went down to


moaning, Andy had gone because apparently
the shoreline and played with the wind. I would

Adam was in a stretcher and needed attention. I
prefer to say get severely beaten by the wind

stood up and heard laughing but Terry was still in
but it was extremely fun. The whole crew looked

pain.

as though they were wearing Michael Jackson’s

leaning shoes! After a full body workout, we got
Why are they laughing?! I thought to myself.

taxis back to Ocean Village and hunkered down.

I stepped out of the toilet to see Terry slumped
Andy then briefed us on plans for the next day.

against the opposite toilet, and a crowd of kids

The next day arrived and we found out that we

laughing. That was when I realized it was a drill.
were
doing
a
course
in
some
IT
labs
nearby.
It

Terry looked at me and smirked as I let out a
was the Essential navigation and Seamanship

huge breath of relief.
course
which
was
really
interesting.
I
look
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Ocean Youth Trust Voyage October 2013

Excerpts from George Heming’s log. –
WINNER BEST LOG PRIZE

Friday 25th
I arrived at Ocean Village, Southampton at
2000hrs which was the planned time for
everyone to meet. I went down to find John
Laing. She wasn’t hard to spot. There was a
member of the crew on deck taking all the
bags onto the boat. I stepped aboard and
made my way down to the bunks where I
would be sleeping for the next four nights.
Down below it was very spacious with a

big round ‘ish’ table which is meant to fit 


eighteen people but it’s always a bit of a

squish to fit everyone round it! That night

we talked about safety, cooking
rota, watch


rota and other things. We got are Oilies

fitted which was a rather full on job for Amy

(the Bosun). By the time we had finished

everything it was 2300hrs and time for bed.




Sunday 27th

We woke up 0530hrs but

not by choice, the storm had


hit. The noise was very loud
and the boat was rocking.
We tried to get back to sleep
but it was very hard. When
the day started we got up
and went round the table, the
only conversation was about
the wind and the noise. We
then had a discussion about
what we were going to do
that day. The staff had an
idea of going to visit the
Coastguard in Portsmouth so
we got in taxis and travelled
to the Coastguard. When
we got there, I opened the


door of the taxi and a huge
Saturday 26th

force of wind hit me and
We set sail and motored out of Ocean

actually pushed me back. I
village and when we got into Southampton

was amazed at the strength
Water we started to put our sails up It was

of the wind, which was the St
a bit slow because everyone was getting to
Jude’s Storm (later we found
know what to do and get into positions. I



out it had reached 100mph
at
was in charge of the jib. It was great when
the Needles!). We were given
we started sailing
with the boat heeling over.
a tour of the building. It was
The wind strength was around force 6-7 (31
interesting to see the technology
38mph). When we exited the main channel

they use and how few staff
of Southampton we started to get better wind

were on shift to receive
and we sailed around the East Solent. We

calls and send out lifeboats,
reached 10kts which Terry (First Mate) got

helicopters etc.
very excited about as we didn’t even have

our mainsail up. The wind started to pick up

Monday 28th
and we had to head back to Ocean Village.

Again the storm carried on

That night Andy told us about Sundays
so the crew had to think of

forecast which wasn’t good. We sat round
something else to do. They

the table eating and listening to Terry’s
suggested we do the RYA

interesting lectures on many technical things.
Essential Navigation &

Seamanship course. We
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Left from top to bottom.


Motoring out of Ocean Village Marina.
Beating down the Solent in a Force 6.

It helped to have a sense of humour!

George Heming (Right) and some of the crew.


managed to find somewhere


that would lend us their


computer room which was

lucky. The course was long


but interesting and it was


good to learn about charts,

tides and much more.

I am hoping to finish this

course by myself online as


I think it’s an important RYA

certificate to have.

We got back to the boat that

evening. Luckily the wind had

calmed down a bit which

meant a quieter night was had
by all.


Tuesday 29th

We woke up really early

Tuesday morning knowing the

weather was on our side and

the plan was to get sailing as

quickly as we could.

We left moorings at 0800hrs.

Finally the sun was shining

Hoisting the mainsail was always hard work. It was a relief when it was finally set.

deck. To make things worse Mark then turned
Adam and Terry into injured crew to test the
crews first aid skills, which involved me putting
Adam onto a stretcher. Then if that wasn’t bad
enough, Mark sounded the fire alarm so we
had to evacuate from down below and come
up onto deck with flares and the ‘Grab Bag’.
All rather exciting and showed me what would
be involved in a real emergency.

Time was getting on and we headed back to
port. We picked up moorings at 1500hrs and

but with a brisk south westerly then it was time for the big clean up which
involved everything from cleaning the heads to

force 6-7 blowing.
folding the sails making John Laing ready for
The rig for today consisted of

the next voyage.
the main (later to be reefed),

the number 3 jib and the

The voyage ended by us being told that we
mizzen.
We
shot
down
had all passed our ‘Start Yachting Certificates’

Southampton water, and out
which I now have safely in my log book.

into
the
Solent.
The
plan
was

I had an amazing time on John Laing and
to head for the Needles but

plans changed as Mark (Wolf), recommend that even if you have a slight

without anyone knowing tested interest in sailing, you should give this a go.

Andy on man-overboard drill
Thank you so much to all the John Laing crew,

which happened as soon
the OYT Island Support Group and Yarmouth

as I was putting a reef in the
Sailing Club through the Charles Ridley Fund

mainsail so I had to stop what
for their huge generosity enabling me to go on

I was doing and keep low on
this trip.
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Excerpts from Will Tom’s Log. – HIGHLY
COMMENDED





Sunday

Like we got told the day before, we couldn’t do

any sailing because the waves were too rough



The Barograph reading during the storm.





Saturday

On the Saturday morning we got up early to

set sail. I was put in Adams watch and was in


charge of sorting out the bow with
the others in


my
group.
We
had
the
make
sure
the
sail at the

front, which number I cant remember, was set up

so we could pull it up when we needed to. The

boat was then untied and we began to motor


down the river towards the Solent. As we came

towards the end of the river and was about to

enter it, we started to do watches and my one

was up first. After a while of sitting there and

occasionally sorting things out, I got offered to be

the first person to helm the boat. I thought I would

so instead of sitting down all day we were able
to go to the coast guard and find out some
information about them. It was too far away to
walk so we got a taxi there instead. I thought it
was very interesting because we found out how
they can get the location of a person in the water
and where they will drift and what speed at just
by writing down the tide, wind speed and the
victims current location. We also got told multiple
stories of people’s incidents and how they were
sorted out. On that day I had also learnt to not
leave a half eaten box of jaffacakes out of your
sight for a couple of seconds as the adults will
just eat them all. And also you can tame a bosun
with maltesers. That night was probably the most
windy night I had ever slept in as the only sound I
could hear were ropes banging against the mast
and the wind whistling through any gaps it could
get to. I and apparently everyone else woke up
to a mysterious bang halfway through the night
which I still don’t know where it came from.

mess it up but luckily ended up not to. Whilst

Tuesday
helming it I also did one 
of
the first tacks of the
Me
and
Charles
were
allowed to reverse the
voyage

boat out of the mooring and turn it around, but
Finally it was our turn to come off watch and I

obviously with supervision. I was controlling the
could finally eat. It was becoming windier now

power of the motor and Charles was steering.
and our plates and cups were sliding all over the

I had a lot of fun on the voyage even though we
table so we had to keep a tight grip on them.

only fitted in two days of sailing. All the crew
The main event of that day was our practise of

were really kind and I enjoyed it a lot. Hopefully
our “Man Over Board” Which was actually just

I will be able to go back on next year and do it
a fender. The pointing was a bit too much as all

all again. Thanks for the trip on the John Laing.

of us were pointing at it on a moderately calm

day but it was just to show us how its done. I

also learned that the bosun is the person who
BEST LOG PRIZE:

helps the “MOB” out of the water when attached
George Heming

to a harness. When the day was coming to

an end we sailed back up to the river, pulled
Highly Commended:

the sails down and then motored back to the
Charles Kingston, Isaac Waddington, Will Toms.
mooring.
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Excerpts from John Laing Log


By Alex Gallimore




One of the challenges we faced was cooking
My final favorite moment was being

because there was little space but we had
with such a great crew. Everyone

to feed eighteen people. Also cooking Lunch
was really happy and we all got on


could be challenging, as you had to cook
well. We were constantly having
whilst the boat was rocking and swaying.

The cooking was good fun though as many

people would help and it was really jolly.


Another great bit was a last sail. The sun


was shining and it was great fun. We

were all doing lots of different jobs.







fun and messing around and it
was great to see everyone getting
on so well. I don’t think there
were any arguments.
OYT Ketch, John Laing in the Solent.
Photo by Marion Heming.
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  ACCOUNTS
     30th
  November
     2013

TREASURERS REPORTAND





Bank Balance as at 30th November 2012
£10695.79


Tracker Account
£6811.67
Current Account
£3884.12
Supporters Contributions
£550.00

Sundry
£14.50


Voyage Income
£2520.00
Bank
Interest
£3.40
 

Petty Cash
£15.91


Debits
£3379.63

Voyage
Expenditure					
£2557.00						


 

Balance as at 30th November 2013


Tracker Account


Current Account

£10419.97
£6815.07
£3604.90



Notes re Accounts:


The end of year accounts

30th November.

have been brought into line. I.E. our year now runs from the




WHO’S WHO and


WHERE

General Manager 		
Island Support Group:






Mark Todd


Brian Mead, Tel:01983-760161

OYT South:		
Chairman: 		

Vice Chairman:
Marion Heming (Mrs) Tel:01983-760221


Treasurer: 		
Peter Coke, Tel:01983-760138


Committee: 		
Barbara Hempstead (Mrs) Tel:01983-760233






 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 2014




Island Support Group AGM		

January 15th Yarmouth SC
May 31st – June 1st

Round-the-Island
Race
June 21st
 
Royal Solent Tattinger Regatta
July 26 – 27th

Cowes Week
August 2 – 9th

Yarmouth Carnival Week
August 10 – 17th

Royal Solent YC Dinghy Week
August 11 – 14th

Oppie
Week
Yarmouth
SC
August 19 – 22nd

October half-Term

Voyage on JOHN LAING		
October 29th - 2nd Nov.

Booking
Ref.
JL14-55
@£345.

Don’t miss this unique opportunity. Contact for further information: Tel: 01983-760221.



Old Gaffer’s Festival (Yarmouth)
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